
The European bond market correction continued in May and bled into US 
Treasuries to set the tone for a volatile month for fixed income. German 10-year 
Bund yields went from an April 20 low of 0.08% to hit pre-quantitative easing 
levels of 0.70% by mid-May in a sell-off that was partly caused by a rebound in 
inflation expectations in the Eurozone, exacerbated by thin liquidity and a rapid 
unwinding of almost unanimous bets on lower borrowing costs. In the US, longer-
dated bonds took the biggest hit with the US 30-year bond yield edging up above 
3% for the first time this year.  

Rates markets calmed down as the month progressed and after the European 
Central Bank’s (ECB’s) announced it will front-load asset purchasing over the 
summer, when there is typically lower issuance volume. Mixed macroeconomic 
data out of the US and a dovish interpretation of the FOMC minutes helped bring 
10-yr Treasuries to close at 2.12% after hitting 2.36% at the peak. Greek 
negotiations remained ongoing with hopes for a compromise rising and fading at 
various points over the course of the month.  

The US economy contracted in the first three months of the year as revised data 
shows 1Q15 GDP actually shrank by 0.7% on an annualized basis. This is down 
from an initial estimate of 0.2% annualized growth, as a larger trade deficit, 
smaller inventory accumulation, and weaker consumer spending than first 
estimated compounding the impact of the harsh winter. On the other hand, 
housing and labor markets improved while core capital goods orders and 
shipments data were stronger than expected. While retail sales and industrial 
production did disappoint, business surveys generally improved after recent 
weakness. 

The minutes for the April meeting indicated that while any decision on raising 
interest rates remains data dependent, an increase at the June meeting is unlikely 
given the recent trend of softer data. While confidence remains that inflation will 
return to the 2% target level in the medium term, there was some debate over the 
interpretation of changes in a variety of measures of inflation expectations.  

Meanwhile, for the third time since November, the People’s Bank of China (PBOC) 
cut its benchmark interest rate, this time by 25 basis points to 5.1%. Prior to the 
first round of cuts in November, the benchmark interest rate had been 6.0%. The 
PBOC also lowered one-year benchmark deposit rates by 25 basis points to 2.25%. 
These moves reinforce concerns about a slowing Chinese economy, but also 
include China among the global trend of major economies with increasingly 
accommodative monetary policy. 

Given the mixed economic data out of the US during the month and the Fed’s 
explicit reliance on macro figures to determine its future actions, our expectations 
remain for a patient Fed and range-bound, but volatile longer term Treasury rates. 
Quantitative easing is still in its nascent stages in Europe, which suggests there will 
be significantly more liquidity injected into the global markets in the coming 
months and we view any conclusions on the European Central Bank’s programs as 
premature. Meanwhile, with Greece set to run out of funds in early June as a 
number of payments totaling €1.6bn are due to the IMF, the urgency for a 
resolution has increased and markets are likely to be sensitive to developments on 
this issue in the short term. We maintain our core holding of spread products that 
we like as well retain a tactical trading stance when it comes to duration. We 
maintain a significant reserve in cash in the event that additional buying 
opportunities arise. 

 

 

  

   
   

Investment Objective 
 

To provide total returns from income and capital 

appreciation over the medium term by investing in 

fixed income securities.  The Fund also seeks to 

protect downside and preserve capital over any one 

(1) year rolling period.  
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Performance Overview  
             
   

 

 

Figures as of 05.29.2015 

Cumulative Performance % 

 
1 Mo. 1 Yr 3 Yrs 5 Yrs YTD Since Incept. 

Fund 0.16 2.58 5.40 9.26 2.16 8.57 

Annualized Performance % 

 
1 Yr 2 Yrs 3 Yrs 4 Yrs 5 Yrs 

Fund 2.58 1.43 1.77 2.05 1.79 

NAVps 

 
27-Feb-15 31-Mar-15 30-Apr-15 29-May-15 

Fund 1.0768 1.0805 1.0840 1.0857 
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Portfolio Holdings 

Holdings % of Portfolio 

 ROP40 1-20-2040 3.95%   11.3% 

 US Treasury Note 2-15-2025 2%   10.6% 

 PLDT 3-6-2017 8.350%   7.2% 

 Security Bank 2-3-2020 3.95%   6.7% 

 ICTSI 1-16-2023 4.625%   6.5% 

 SMIC 10-17-2019 4.25%   6.5% 

 JGSH Phil. Ltd 1-23-2023 4.375%   6.1% 

 ROP 19 1-15-2019 9.875%   5.6% 

 Export - Import Bank of Korea 1-29-2021 4%  4.6% 

 RCBC 1-22-2020 4.25%   4.5% 

                                                                                                                              
 

The content on this material is provided for information purposes only and should not be considered as investment advice. This document is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any securities or related financial 
products.  While this document was prepared with reasonable care, no guarantee is given as to the accuracy and completeness of the information herein.  Any information or opinion expressed in this document is subject to 
change without prior notice. Be advised that past performance is not indicative of future performance.  Shares of the ATR KimEng Total Return Bond Fund are not deposits or obligations of, or guaranteed or endorsed by, any 
financial institution and are not insured by the Philippine Deposit Insurance Corporation (PDIC). Investment in shares of this mutual fund involves risk. See prospectus or contact ATRAM for a discussion of the investment risk 
factors. This mutual fund is primarily regulated by the Philippine Securities and Exchange Commission.  
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Composition of the Fund 

Bonds (75%)

Cash (25%)
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Definitions: 
 
Duration is a measure of a bond portfolio’s sensitivity to interest rate changes. The longer the duration, the more the portfolio’s value will go up (or 
down) when interest rates move down (or up). 
 
Risk-adjusted Return measures how much absolute return an investment has yielded relative to the amount of absolute risk taken.  Risk-adjusted 
return is calculated by dividing the mean (average) of a fund’s return by the standard deviation of the fund’s returns. 
 
Sharpe Ratio is a measure of risk-adjusted performance and is defined as the ratio of excess return over the volatility of an investment.  Excess return 
refers to the return of the investment over the risk-free rate of return. A higher ratio means better risk-adjusted performance. 
 
Standard Deviation is a measure of how widely dispersed the fund’s returns are away from the mean of the fund’s returns.  A basic and widely-used 
statistical concept, standard deviation is often employed as a measure of absolute risk in the analysis of investments. 
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Monthly Performance  

 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Year Cumulative 

2010 - - 0.01% -0.27% -0.37% -0.44% 0.00% 0.42% 1.42% 0.21% -0.32% -0.12% 0.53% 0.53% 

2011 -0.90% -0.25% -0.12% 1.07% -0.22% -0.38% 1.84% 2.13% -1.61% 1.00% -0.73% 0.48% 2.26% 2.80% 

2012 0.33% 1.27% -0.49% 0.21% -1.10% 1.21% 1.36% 0.14% 1.02% 0.22% 0.56% -0.42% 4.37% 7.29% 

2013 -1.03% 0.71% -0.62% 1.02% -1.70% -2.74% 0.97% -2.83% 1.66% 1.65% -1.63% 0.03% -4.56% 2.40% 

2014 0.12% 1.33% 0.32% -0.11% 1.67% -0.90% 0.22% 1.01% -0.47% 0.36% 0.08% 0.11% 3.78% 6.27% 

2015 1.97% -0.63% 0.34% 0.32% 0.16%        2.16% 8.57% 
 

Performance  Risk-adjusted Returns & Statistics Portfolio Analytics* 
 

2015 YTD Since launch  1 yr 3 yr 5 yr 
Since 

launch 
Percentage of positive months 58.73% 

Fund 2.16% 8.57% Risk-adjusted return 1.04 0.47 0.51 0.46 Average gain in positive months 0.78% 

   Standard deviation 2.49% 3.91% 3.62% 3.55% Sharpe ratio 0.24 

          

Note: Risk-adjusted returns and statistics are all annualized  *Since Launch 

 

Asset Class Fixed Income  NAVPS publication Trade date + 2 
Domicile Philippines  Investment Manager  ATR AM 

Risk & Investor Profile Low to medium risk  Transfer Agent ATR AM 
Reference Benchmark N.A.  Custodian Deutsche Bank AG, Manila Branch 

Management & distribution fee 1.00% p.a. + 10% of excess returns over hurdle  Fund Accountant Deutsche Bank AG, Manila Branch 

Type of shares Common  Auditor SGV & Co. 

Dealing frequency Daily  Website  www.atram.com.ph 
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